Abstract. For Marsden-Weinstein reduction at the point 0 in g * , the well-known Jeffrey-Kirwan-Witten localization formula was proven and then by M. Vergne modified. We prove in this paper the same kind formula for the reduction at regular co-adjoint orbits by using the universal orbital formula of characters.
Introduction and Statement of Results
Let (M, σ) be a symplectic manifold, G a compact Lie group acting on M by an Hamiltonian action, g = Lie(G) its Lie algebra and g * = Hom R (g, R). It is well-known the co-adjoint action of G on g * . Let us consider the moment map µ : M → g * defined by the following formula Following Witten, we consider also the form 1 2 µ O 2 , which is a G-invariant function. Choose on M an G-invariant metrics (., .). Denote by H O the corresponding Hamiltonian field, i.e. the symplectic gradient sgrad( 
This term can be also expressed by the Kirillov orbital formula for characters
These results play some important role in the Witten intersection theory of cohomology of G-equivariant differential forms.
Witten conjectured the following formula
where W :
Remark 1.5. The localization formula and, in particular, this conjecture were proved for G = S 1 by Kalkman [4] and Wu [7] , for general G and O = {0} by Jeffrey, Kirwan [3] and then modified by M. Vergne [6] . We prove this formula by using the universal orbital formula for characters by Kirillov [5] .
2. Proof of Theorem 1.1 2.1. Local Fourier Transform. Let us recall the main moments in Vergne's modification for Jeffrey-Kirwan-Witten localization theorem. Recall that the group G acts on M by a Hamiltonian action. For X ∈ g, ξ ∈ g * and Φ ∈ C ∞ (g), one has the Fourier transform
and by the well-known inverse Fourier transform, we have
We can identify each element P from the symmetric algebra S(g * ) with a polynomial function on g, X → P (X) and also with a differential operator P (∂ ξ ) on g * , defined by the property
Similarly, we can identify the symmetric algebra S(g), either with the algebra of polynomial functions on g * or with the algebra of differential operators on g. In particular, to X ∈ g corresponds the Hamiltonian vector field
In particular, our moment maps µ :
One defines G-equivariant co-boundary operator
by the formula
where the second term is the contraction of Hamiltonian vector field X M with the differential form α(X). It is easy to check that
. The first and the last terms are 0 in virtue of properties of differential forms α(X). The sum of two remain terms gives us the Lie covariant derivative Lie X M α(X) of α(X) along the vector field X M , which vanishes because α is G-equivariant.
One denotes also
One has therefore a complex G-equivariant differential forms
It is easy to see that d 2 g = 0 and one defines the G-equivariant cohomology as the cohomology of this complex
if n = dim M and α(X) is decomposed into a sum
of homogeneous differential forms α(X) [i] of degree i.
This means that one has a map
Suppose that our manifold M is closed, ∂M = ∅. Then because ı(X M )α(X) is of degree in −1 lower and dα(X) is of degree in +1 upper than the degree of α(X), we have
Thus we obtain a well-defined map
Let us consider the case where M = g * . In this case we have element
, we can consider the form α(X) := e i(ξ,X) β(X) and its
, where γ polynomially depend on X. We can therefore consider the sub-complex
if for example, α(X) is a rapidly decreasing C ∞ -functions on g * . The result is also a rapidly decreasing C ∞ -function on g. We can therefore define also its Fourier transform. Suppose that
where
Then we have a formula
M. Vergne defined the local Fourier transform as the generalized function
The local Fourier transform is defined indeed on the cohomology groups
Let us consider the moment map µ :
]). Assume that the manifold M is oriented and U is a G-invariant open set containing in the set of regular values of the moment map
Let us consider also push-forward µ * ((ω a ) [dim M ] ), which is a Radon measure. We have by definition,
One has also
and
From these, one has a result Let us now deduce an explicit formula for V µ * near the point F ∈ O ⊂ g * Suppose that the action of
Choose an orientation in 
the curvature of ω with values in g. It is not hard to see that q
Let us denote also by coordinates
Witten defined the integral
Theorem 2.5 (Witten [6] , [3] ). Let (M, σ, µ)be a symplectic manifold with a Hamiltonian action of
Then for each closed G-equivariant polynomially depend on X, there exists a constant C such that
2.2. Kirillov Universal Character Formula. Let us describe in this section the well-known Kirillov orbital formula for characters of representations.
Theorem 2.6 (Liouville Measure).
where dḡ is the quasi-invariant measure on the co-adjoint orbit
The theorem what follows describes the image of the Fourier transform of Liouville measure.
Theorem 2.7 (Harish-Chandra, see [1] , Theorem 7.24 and Corollary 7.25). Given λ ∈ t * , let W λ = {w ∈ W |wλ = λ} be the stabilizer of λ in the Weyl group W . For X ∈ t, X regular, the Fourier transform
is given by the formula
If M λ is a regular orbit of the co-adjoint representation, then for X ∈ t, X regular,
Let us recall that if G is a connected compact Lie group, we denote by T ⊂ G a fixed maximal torus in G,
the lattice of co-roots,
the root lattice. One fixes some basis in this lattice and every element from lattice can be expressed as linear combination with integral coefficients. One fixes a system P of positive roots in ∆. Let us denote by ρ the half-sum of positive roots and
T . E. Cartan described the irreducible finite dimensional representations of G and H. Weyl described the characters of irreducible representations: There is a bijective correspondence between regular elements λ ∈ X G and the irreducible representations, denoted by T λ . Weyl character formula is Tr(T λ (e X )) = w∈W ε(w)e i wλ,X α∈P λ (e α,X /2 − e − α,X /2) , Let us consider the function
Then for all X ∈ t,
Theorem 2.8 (Chevalley's Theorem, see [1], Thm. 7.28). There are isomorphisms between G-invariants and W -invariants:
The main reason for these isomorphisms is the correspondence Φ → c(Φ), where
. From this theorem, it is easy to see that there is a unique function
The same formula for semi-simple Lie groups was obtained by Rossman:
Theorem 2.9 (see [1] , Theorem 7.29). Let M be a closed co-adjoint orbit of a real semi-simple Lie group G with non-empty discrete series, i.e. rank(G) = rank(K) and let W = W (k C , t C ) be the compact Weyl group. Then for regular element X ∈ t r , we have the following results: 
Let α(X) be a closed G-invariant differential form on M. Let us consider
which is independent of t in virtue that α is a closed form and e i td X λ M congruent to 1 in cohomology. Let us consider the integrals
Then the values Θ(M
Theorem 2.10. For every t ∈ R and X ∈ g, there is a decomposition
There exist the limits
for every test function Φ, where
Proof. The proof is the same as in the note of M. Vergne [6] with change
. . We need :
• to prove the existence of limit Θ 0 = lim t→0 Θ(M 0 , t) in the sense of generalized functions and • to compute it.
Let us start now to do this. Let E 1 , . . . , E n be a basis of g, such that E 1 , . . . , E k is a basis of a stabilizer g F = O ⊥ in g. This means that
One deduces easily that
Let us consider the function f λ M O : M → g * , defined by the condition that
Then it is easy to see that
Thus we have
Let ε > 0 be a small number. Let us consider a small tubular neighborhood
and let
to be the cut-off function. Then
where β is, by definition, the Fourier transform of β = α.Φ. Because β is of compact support, its Fourier transform β is of Schwartz class and because
Because on the support of the function 1 − χ O , one has the estimate
as an integral over N O and still denote ω 
By the same reason as above, there exist polynomials
where µ k are differential forms on N O , independent of t. Denote
we have to study the integrals of type
We denote ν 0 = ν(X)| P O , then the map X → ν 0 (X) is an element in the class
Let us now prove that
Indeed, first we have
Remark that its term of maximal degree in dξ is cdξ 1 . . . dξ m ∧ vol ω , where c = i n ε and ε = (−1) n(n+1)/2 is a sign. Recall also that Ω = dω + 
Following the Fourier inverse formula, we have
The last integral is therefore equal
The proof is therefore achieved.
Remark 2.11. By the same way as preceded in [6] , we can deduce the Jeffrey-Kirwan formula 2.4 and the outer term formula.
We finish the proof of our main theorem in this section by using together the local Fourier transform and the universal orbital formula for characters by Kirillov. By the Jeffrey-Kirwan-Witten localization theorem, we have
By the Kirillov universal trace formula, we have
where P (O) is the Plancherèl measure on g * /G and β O (ξ) is the Liouville measure on the orbit O. The proof of the main theorem is therefore achieved.
Let us now apply the construction of Chern-Weil homomorphism to our case of M 
O of the tangent bundle T P O into the sum of horizontal and vertical components, T h P O = ker(ω). The vertical subbundle T v P O determines a projection h from A(P O ) onto the sub-algebra of horizontal forms
With respect to a basis E 1 , . . . , E n of g, we can write
hor and the projector h can be written as
is an vector bundle, associated with a representation ρ, with the associated affine connection, or equivalently, a covariant derivation ∇ V , then
It is easy to see that the basic differential forms over P O are just the ordinary differential forms on 
